
Basket Rulles

1 OB left and right side

2 OB right side

3 Mando tree on left side, need to throw to the right side of mando tree. Dropzone 
marked with wood board

4 OB area is marked with white line. Normal OB rules

5 OB area is marked with white line. If player land in OB than he must go to 
the dropzone and receive one penalty stroke

6 Right side OB- normal OB rules. Triple Mando. If you miss the mando, you 
should play from dropzone and receive one penalty

7 Right side OB

8

9 OB right side and long

10 Two mando trees marked with red M signes. Need to throw between them. If 
you miss mando or disc lands before two mando trees, than you go to the 
dropzone and recieve penalty. If your first shot lands in pound on left side (in 
summer it is dry but marked with white line), you go to the dropzone and 
recieve penalty.

11

12 Mando tree on the left side (need to throw to the right side of it). Dropzone on 
top of the hill. Mando line is on the left side of fairway marked with white line

13 OB on the right side and behind the basket. Road on the left side is OB, marked
with white line

14 OB on the left side and behind basket.

15 Triple mando gates, dropzone between gate

16 OB on the left side and behind basket

17 OB on the right side and pound on the left side, white line marks OB

18 OB on the right side marked with white line





 



 

































 Laumas 
Caddy book

1. Basket- OB paund on left side and long 
2. Basket- OB Behind basket
3. Basket- No special rules
4. Basket- The mando tree must be played to the right, the drop zone to the right of the mando 

tree. If a player plays the mando tree on the wrong side then he gets a penalty and plays from
the drop zone. 

5. Basket- OB island in the middle and OB behind the basket 
6. Basket- OB on the left side water 
7. Basket- OB is water the left side and infront of the teeped - forest 
8. Basket- Hazard, if the disc is in the hazrad area, then the player does not receive a penalty, 

but throws from the previous throw. 
9. Basket- The Mando tree must be played on the right side, drop zone next to the Mando tree. 

If a player plays the mando tree on the wrong side then he gets a penalty and plays from the 
drop zone. 

10. Basket- No special rules
11. Basket- OB behind the basket and to the left of the basket. If the disc lands in the OB then it 

must be played from the drop zone and player receive penalty 
12. Basket- No special rules
13. Basket- OB on the right side

 13a. Basket- No special rules
14. Basket- The Mando tree must be played on the right side, the red teepad  is the drop zone. 
OB on the right, left and behind the basket. If the first throw goes to the OB, then player gets a 
penalty and throws from the drop zone (red teepad) 
15. Basket- The triple mando goal must be thrown through. If a player miss mando or the first 
throw enters the OB then he plays from the drop zone and receives a penalty. 
16.  Basket- OB behind the basket 
17. Basket- Two mando trees must throw between them. If a player does not throw between 
them or the first throw lands the OB then he plays from the drop zone and receives a penalty. 
18. Basket - OB on the left 

 








































